This study examines heartrate sharing in the context of a trust-building game. Through quantitative and qualitative analyses, we find that "elevated" (versus "normal") heartrate of an exchange partner is associated with negative mood attributions and reduced cooperation in a social dilemma game. To investigate how specific our findings are to heartrate (as opposed to some other "elevated" signal collected from the body), we replicate our initial experiment with an unfamiliar biosignal, "skin reflectivity". We find that both heartrate and the unfamiliar biosignal are associated with negative mood attributions, but we observe a decrease in cooperative behavior only with elevated heartrate. Qualitative results indicate that individuals may learn an association between our unfamiliar biosignal and the cooperative, trusting behavior of their partner. Our findings highlight the role prior beliefs can play in shaping interpretations of a biosignal, while suggesting that designers can, perhaps inadvertently, train users to associate signals with social meanings. We discuss implications for how wearable sensors can mediate social interactions.
INTRODUCTION
As of 2016, several apps allow users to share their heartrate with their friends, leading some [19] to wonder why anyone would anyone want to do such a thing. In fact, heartrate is a potentially rich signal for designers. The meaning of a heartrate in any given context is at once socially informative [14, 25] and highly ambiguous [20] . While existing work establishes the centrality of context in shaping interpretations of a shared heartrate [20, 25] , our understanding of what heartrate can mean as a computermediated cue, and how interpretations of heartrate might affect social behavior, remains extremely limited.
After all, heartrate is not just some number. The sense of one's heartbeat is an integral feature of the human experience, and people's associations with it range from intimacy [16] to anxiety [11] to sexual arousal [28] . Many heartrate sharing applications rely on these associations, asking users to ascribe contextual meanings to heartrate [5, 9, 23, 25] , often with the aim of increasing intimacy [16] . For example, Apple Watch's heartrate sharing feature seems to be aimed at romantic partners [17] . The mobile app Cardiogr.am's website asks users, "What's your heart telling you?" [5] . These applications, along with many others, rely on the fact that people will imbue their heartrate data with emotional, and highly contextual interpretations. Given the relatively large number of wearables with embedded heartrate monitors (watches, bands, even earbuds) [27] , it is unsurprising that designers are looking beyond fitness and health for ways to increase user engagement with these devices [5, 17] . However, it is not clear how individuals will interpret a shared biosignal (e.g. heartrate) in different contexts of social interaction.
In this study, we focus on uncertain social interactions, in which individuals can cooperate and develop trust. The development of cooperation and trust in the presence of uncertainty is both of theoretical importance to CSCW [3, 6, 7, 20, 24] , and of practical importance, considering many technology-mediated heartrate-sharing projects aim to "enhance" cooperation, trust and intimacy [15, 25] . We apply quantitative and qualitative analyses to an iterated prisoner's dilemma game, in which heartrate information ("elevated" or "normal") was shared between players (Study 1). In a follow-up study (Study 2), we replicate our initial study, but replace heartrate with an unfamiliar biosignal, "Skin Reflectivity Index (SRI)."
Our results raise important questions for applications that transmit sensor-derived signals socially between users. For signals with strong cultural associations, people's prior beliefs will color their interpretations, and social outcomes may or may not be positive. In the case of novel signals, on the other hand, our results imply that designers can (perhaps inadvertently) teach users to associate these biosignals with social meanings. This effect could be viewed as beneficial, depending on design objectives. It could also be dangerous if designers suggest, perhaps even inadvertently, interpretations that lead to discrimination.
WHAT CAN A HEARTRATE MEAN?
Heartrate has deep-rooted cultural significance in many societies, and near-universal familiarity as a feature of our lived experiences. Building on associations with intimacy and love, many heartrate sharing applications have aimed to "enhance" social connectedness by fostering feelings of intimacy [16, 18, 21, 30] between people.
What heartrate means as a computer-mediated cue, however, is ambiguous, its potential interpretations varying widely in different contexts [20, 25] . Boehner et al (2007) argue for the intrinsic ambiguity of sensor data as a resource in design, particularly in systems that seek to use these data to express emotion [2] . Many technology probes corroborate this stance, relying on users to project socially contextual meanings around a transmitted heartrate [5, 25, 29] . Consequently, more recent work has challenged the notion that the social consequences of transmitting physiological data will always result in increased trust and intimacy [15, 25] . There remains little work, however, on how the potential ambiguity of a heartrate signal is resolved in social conditions of risk and uncertainty.
HEARTRATE, MOOD, COOPERATION AND TRUST
Past studies on heartrate sharing indicate that people do read social emotional and mood cues in other people's heartrate [20, 25] . In this study, we focus on the association between heartrate information and assessments of mood, as well as behavioral outcomes of cooperation and trust towards another person. Throughout this paper, we refer to the other person that one might trust or cooperate with in social interaction as an exchange partner, or simply 'partner' for short.
In informing our hypotheses about interpersonal interactions with heartrate, we look to studies on interpretations of one's own heartrate, which empirical research has explored more deeply [22, 28] (see [33] for a review). These studies have revealed that elevated heartrate can yield negative interpretations about one's own mood. Generally when individuals believe that their heartrate is elevated, they often believe their mood and emotions to be more negative. Thus, we apply this same logic to how individuals will interpret the elevated heartrates of others in uncertain social interactions:
H1. Participants who see a consistently elevated heartrate from their partner will rate their partner more negatively on mood attributes, compared to participants who see a consistently normal heartrate in uncertain and risky social interactions.
If elevated heartrate has a negative connotation with mood, then elevated heartrate may increase uncertainty about the behavior of one's partner as well. When people know that their partner has an elevated heartrate in an uncertain, risky interactions, they may take actions to protect themselves against potential losses. In trust-building situations, individuals take small risks with other people (entrustment behavior) and learn whether the other person honors that trust or not (cooperative behavior). Thus, individuals have two different ways to respond to increased uncertainty about their partners' behavior in trust situations: 1) reduce the amount they entrust to their partners, or 2) decrease their willingness to cooperate with the partner [6, 7] . Since we expect elevated heartrate to have pre-existing connotations with negative attributes, we predict that individuals will entrust and/or cooperate less to protect themselves from potential harm when the partner has an elevated vs. a normal heartrate. In order to test our hypotheses, we conducted a repeated trust experiment with shared heartrate information. Trust games present participants with financial incentives to pay attention to their partner's decisions over time, and provide means for operationalizing trust and cooperation in the presence of uncertainty [6] .
H2. Participants who
The overall design of the trust game involves anonymous pairs of fixed partners making repeated decisions to entrust valued resources to the partner, and to return (cooperate) or keep (defect) the points entrusted by the other partner. Importantly, individuals can make the highest amount of money when they entrust many points to a partner and the partner returns these points. This creates an uncertain social situation in which participants are trying to earn real money by repeatedly taking risks (entrusting points) to a partner. Since the partners are making the same decisions to entrust and keep/return points from the other partner, these are mutually-dependent social interactions.
Experimental Design and Methods
We operationalized an uncertain social interaction situation using a trust game called the Prisoner's Dilemma with Dependence (PDD) [6, 7] . The PDD game allows individuals to control the amount of risk that they want to take with their partner by choosing how many points to entrust, followed by a second decision to either keep or return whatever has been entrusted by their partner. Thus, the PDD game separates trust behavior (choosing how much to entrust to a partner) from cooperative behavior (choosing to return or keep what a partner entrusted).
In each round of the PDD game, participants were given an initial endowment of 10 points. Each participant decided whether to entrust any number of points to their partner, After all participants made decisions about returning or keeping any points that had been entrusted to them, they were then asked to place their finger on the heartrate monitor for a few seconds in order to get a pulse reading ( Figure 1 ). Participants then viewed the summary of point calculations for the round. Subsequently, participants viewed a visual display of the partners' recent heartrate ( Figure 2 ). The final point calculation for the round included any of the initial allotment of points remaining after the trust decision, plus and points that the participant kept from their partner if they decided not to return them. In addition, players received points for any entrusted points that their partner returned, which doubled in value.
When participants arrived at the laboratory, they were given a consent form that described the nature of the study, as well as the human subjects' approval information from our university. We wanted participants to believe that they would be interacting with other real people, and this perception was enhanced by having 12-16 participants at separate computer terminals in the same large room during each experimental session. In fact, we controlled the trust and cooperation behavior of the "partner" for every participant using a simulated computer actor. As a result, no one in the study interacted with a human partner.
The simulated actor was programmed to always begin by entrusting one point on the first round, then randomly entrust up to one point above or below whatever the partner entrusted on the previous round. In addition, the simulated actor was programmed to always cooperate (i.e., return the points that were entrusted by the partner). Following [6] , we chose to use a highly cooperative interaction partner in order to minimize any other forms of uncertainty in the interaction. A highly-cooperation partner does not introduce any defection behaviors that might otherwise reduce cooperation or trust from the participant (thereby hindering our ability to detect main effects from the experimental manipulation). Thus, the simulated actor was designed to reciprocate the entrusting behavior of the human participant on each round, and always cooperate no matter what the human participant chose to do.
The participants completed 20 rounds of the PDD game, but they did not know how many rounds they would play in order to eliminate end-game effects. After all rounds of the PDD game were completed, participants answered a short post-questionnaire in order to assess their attitudes and beliefs about their partner. This questionnaire included 7-point Likert-style response questions (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree) about the partners' beliefs about the partners' anxiety (e.g., "my partner is anxious" and "my partner is calm").
As a manipulation check on the perceptions of the simulated actor's behavior, we also asked questions about the partners' game behavior ("my partner is trustworthy" and "my partner is cooperative"). Finally, we supplemented our quantitative measures with two open-ended questions: "How would you describe your partner?" and "What, if anything, did heartrate tell you about your partner during this experiment?" Participants were paid between $15-30 based on their point earnings during the game. The entire study lasted one hour.
At the end of the study, participants were debriefed on the true nature and intent of the experiment. An experimenter was available at the end of the study in case of any questions, and we provided participants with the researchers' email addresses on both the signed informed consent form, as well as the debrief form, so that they could contact us regarding any aspect of the study. We did not receive any emails or concerns from participants.
Experimental Manipulation
To assess the effect of interacting with a partner who has an elevated heartrate versus interacting with a partner who has a normal heartrate, we controlled the heartrate information that participants saw after each round of the experiment. This created a two-condition design: always normal heartrate (NH) and always elevated heartrate (EH).
Participants and Procedure
Our sample was undergraduate students recruited from the population of a large west coast public university in the United States. We contacted potential participants via email from a voluntary experimental subject pool. All participants expected to be contacted to participate in a social research study at some point during the semester, and knew that they would earn between $15-30 during this one-hour study, depending on their choices during the experiment. Fifty-six participants (56) completed the experiment, 41 women, 14 men, and one self-identified as other. The mean age of participants was 21.
Upon arrival at the laboratory, participants were guided to an individual desk with privacy walls. After signing an informed consent form, participants read written instructions on the computer which explained that they will have the opportunity to interact with a single partner for many rounds in order to examine decision making in social situations. Participants were also told that we would collect pulse (heart rate) information at designated times during the study using a simple pulse monitor that was connected to the laptop computer.
Validity Check of the Visualization
Our study aims to understand the effect of "elevated," as compared to "normal," heartrate. As such, we needed to show participants a visualization that afforded only a relative value for heartrate, not an exact figure (since different people may have different ideas of what number value constitutes a normal or elevated heartrate).
We designed a visualization to display a relative heartrate ( Figure 2 ) and performed a small (n=25) face validity check to ensure that our visualization would work as intended in the actual experiment. In our short validity survey, we included three versions of the visualization, representing a mix of elevated, low and normal heartrate, and two Likertscale questions: "The precise meaning of this graphic is ambiguous," and "I can interpret the difference between 'low', 'normal', and 'high' heartrate from this graphic," which participants answered from "Strongly Agree" to "Strongly Disagree" on a 5-point scale. 
STUDY 1: QUANTITATIVE RESULTS
Our first hypothesis predicts that, when individuals believe that their partner has a consistently elevated heartrate, compared to a normal heartrate, they will rate the partner more negatively on mood attributes. Consistent with prior research, we found an overall strong, statistically significant effect and medium practical association between attributions and experimental condition, F(4, 51) = 6.7, p < .0001; Wilk's lambda = .66, partial eta squared =.34. Turning to the individual outcomes, we find that perceptions of the partners' anxiety is significantly higher in the EH condition (M = 3.86, SD = 1.72) compared to the NH condition (M = 2.14, SD = 1.27), F(1, 54) = 18, p < .001; partial eta squared = .25. Furthermore, participants rated their partners as significantly more calm in the NH On the other hand, we found no statistically significant differences for perception that the partner is "easily upset" or that the partner is "emotional" (p = n.s.). In sum, we find strong statistical and practical differences in perceptions of both anxiety and calmness, but no statistical or practical differences in perceptions of how emotional or easily upset the partner is in the two experimental conditions. Given the significant omnibus test and significant results on two of the four individual outcomes, Hypothesis 1 is partially supported.
Our second set of hypotheses predict that participants in the elevated heartrate (EH) condition will exhibit lower trusting (H2a) and/or cooperative (H2b) behavior compared to those in the normal heartrate (NH) condition. The average points entrusted by participants in the EH condition (M = 7.88, SD = 2.18) was not significantly different than the NH condition (M = 7.7, SD = 2.18), t =.28, p=n.s, one-tailed test. Thus, individuals entrusted points to their partners at approximately the same level in both conditions ( Figure 3 ). Hypothesis 2a is not supported.
However, we found that the average cooperation rate in the EH condition (M = .74, SD = .37) was statistically significantly lower than the NH condition (M = .89, SD = .25), t = 1.76, p < .05, one-tailed test. Importantly, this result shows a medium practical effect size (Cohen's d = .47), indicating a meaningful real world difference. On average, those in the normal heartrate condition cooperated 20% more than those in the elevated heartrate condition ( Figure  3 ). Hypothesis 2b is supported.
Manipulation Checks
Since we designed the simulated actors in both conditions with trusting and always-cooperative behavior, we did not expect participants to rate the simulated actors differently in terms of the focal behaviors of cooperativeness and trustworthiness between experimental conditions. This is a critical manipulation check, since we need to rule out any perceived effect of the simulated partners' behavior in order to establish that the primary treatment (heartrate of partner) had an effect on the human participants' behavior. The omnibus test of difference in perceptions of the trustworthiness and cooperative behavior between conditions was not significant, F(2, 53) = .21, p = n.s.; Wilk's lambda = .99, partial eta squared =.01. Thus, as we would expect, individuals did not indicate significant behavioral differences for the trusting, cooperative simulated actor (which was programmed to behave exactly the same in both conditions).
STUDY 1: QUALITATIVE RESULTS
At the end of our questionnaire, before the demographic questions and the debriefing, participants were presented with two open-ended questions. These quotes highlight overall diversity in what an elevated heartrate is capable of meaning. Even within our relatively small, and relatively homogenous sample of university students, our quotes imply a mostly negative association with elevated heartrate, but also a potentially long tail of diverse beliefs about elevated heartrate.
Normal Heartrate
Many participants said that normal heartrate indicated that the partner was "calm," "chilled out," or "not anxious."
[ In all of the above quotes (and the vast majority of responses), participants inferred a relationship between normal heartrate and calmness. However, a few participants did not infer any relationships between behavior, moods and the signal they saw.
Heartrate did not tell me anything. My partner was average each time. I also am sure I have an elevated heart rate due to coffee consumption so I did not take my partners into consideration. I based my decisions on their previous actions.
Not every participant explicitly inferred a calm mood from the normal heartrate signal, but most did. Taken alongside our quantitative results, our qualitative results provide evidence that subjects have used the emotional attributions they made based on their partner's normal heartrate to guide their behavior in the trust game.
STUDY 2: SHARING AN UNKNOWN SIGNAL IN A RISKY, UNCERTAIN INTERACTION
In study 1, we found that participants cooperate less with partners who have elevated heartrates in the repeated trust game, compared to those with normal heartrates. While this result supports one of our key hypotheses, it also begs another question: Is the effect we observe due to heartrate specifically, or might any elevated biosignal show the same results for negative perceptions of mood and reduced cooperative behavior towards the partner?
In our second experiment, we attempt to tease out the effect of the heartrate signal itself, compared to any "elevated" (versus "normal") signal collected from the body. We replicate the first study, except that we tell participants that our monitor device measures SRI (Skin Reflectivity Index). SRI is an unfamiliar biosignal, for which individuals should not have any prior cultural or social beliefs.
Hypotheses
Without any context for what SRI means as a signal, participants may assume that any biological signal that is "elevated" from normal will be negatively associated with one's mood. If this is the case, then we should observe the same general pattern of negative mood attributions and less cooperative behavior when the partner has an elevated SRI as we observed with heartrate.
On the other hand, perhaps heartrate is special due to its common social associations with mood, anxiety, and even deception. If heartrate is distinctive in this regard, then we would not observe the same significant differences between normal and elevated SRI and mood attributes, trust, and cooperation rates with the partner.
To test the effect of our unfamiliar biosignal on behavior in risky, uncertain interactions, we evaluate the exact same hypotheses from study 1 again in the context of SRI:
H3. Participants who see a consistently elevated SRI from their partner will rate their partner more negatively on mood attributes, compared to participants who see a consistently normal SRI in uncertain and risky social interactions.

H4. Participants who see an elevated SRI will have lower (a) trust rates (b) cooperation rates in uncertain and risky social interactions compared to participants who see a normal SRI.
Experimental Design and Methods
The second study was identical to the heartrate study in every way, except that we told participants we were 
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measuring "Skin Reflectivity Index," instead of heartrate. All mentions of the word "heartrate" in our original experiment software were replaced with "SRI" and/or "Skin Reflectivity Index". We purposely did not define or explain what the SRI signal is, or what its measurements mean. All participants were debriefed on the true nature of the experiment at the conclusion of the study. This debriefing included the fact that the partner was based on idealized behavior, and "SRI" was actually just a term for heartrate, as collected by a standard light-based pulse sensor. As with the first study, participants had the ability to ask the experimenter questions at the end of the study, or send an email if they had additional questions or concerns. We did not receive any follow-up concerns from participants.
The only other variation from the first experiment is that, in the SRI experiment, we told participants to place their palms an inch above the light sensor rather than to place their fingers on the monitor. Since placing a finger on a light sensor is a familiar of measuring heartrate, this was done to reduce the possibility that participants would think that SRI is actually heartrate.
Participants
We recruited our sample for the second study from the same population and using the same method as described in study 1. Our recruitment procedures ensured that no one who participated in the first study could be recruited for the second study. Sixty-three participants (63) completed the second experiment, 40 women, 22 men, and one selfidentified as 'other'. The mean age of participants was 21. Importantly, the gender distribution and age of the sample was equivalent to the first study.
STUDY 2: QUANTITATIVE RESULTS
H3 predicts that when individuals believe that their partner has a consistently elevated SRI, compared to a normal SRI, they will rate the partner more negatively on mood attributes. As with the first study on heartrate, we found an overall strong, statistically significant effect and medium practical association between attributions and experimental condition, 07. Just as with the heartrate study, we found no statistically significant differences for perception that the partner is 'easily upset' or that the partner is 'emotional' (p = n.s.). In sum, we find strong statistical and practical differences in perceptions of both anxiety and calmness, but no statistical or practical differences in how emotional or easily upset one perceives the partner to be in SRI conditions. Given the significant omnibus test and significant results on two of the 4 individual outcomes, Hypothesis 3 is partially supported.
Our final hypotheses predict that participants in the elevated SRI condition will exhibit lower trusting (H4a) and cooperative (H4b) behavior compared to those in the normal SRI condition. The average points entrusted by participants in the elevated SRI condition (M = 8.5, SD = 1.27) was not significantly different than the normal SRI condition (M = 8.7, SD = 1.77), t =.39, p = n.s, one-tailed test. Thus, individuals entrusted points to their partners at approximately the same level in both conditions (Figure 4 ). Unlike the heartrate study, however, we found no significant difference in cooperation rate between in the elevated SRI (M = .89, SD = .21) and the normal SRI condition (M = .88, SD = .25), t = .09, p = n.s., one-tailed test. H4a and H4b are not supported.
Manipulation Checks
As with the first study, the simulated actors in study 2 were programmed to be consistently trusting and cooperative in the elevated and normal SRI conditions. Thus, we do not expect participants to rate the simulated actors differently in terms cooperativeness and trustworthiness between experimental conditions. As expected, the omnibus test of difference in perceptions of the trustworthiness and cooperative behavior between conditions was not significant, F(2, 61) = 3, p = n.s.; Wilk's lambda = .91, partial eta squared =.09.
STUDY 2: QUALITATIVE RESULTS
As in the heartrate condition, participants in the SRI condition were asked open-ended questions at the end of the post-experiment questionnaire, before the demographic questions and debrief. As in the heartrate condition, participants were asked how they would describe their partner. However, unlike in the heartrate condition, participants were asked, "Recall what we were measuring with the sensor. Please describe it below." After completing this question, participants proceeded were given two more open-ended items: "What, if anything, did SRI (skin reflectivity) tell you about your partner during this experiment?" and, "As a signal, what do you believe that SRI says about another person?"
The Meaning of an Unfamiliar Biosignal
We purposely did not explain what SRI might mean in this study. Nevertheless, when asked what was being measured in SRI, some participants gave us thorough explanations:
The These assessments of SRI are quite similar to interpretations from the elevated heartrate, and corroborate our quantitative findings that those who saw elevated SRI rate their partners as more nervous. However, the fact that these emotional assessments were similar in both elevated heartrate and elevated SRI conditions, but behavioral outcomes were different, challenges our notion that negative emotional cues caused these behavioral outcomes-a point we address in more detail in the discussion below. As in the heartrate conditions, some participants responded that SRI told them little or nothing of interest about their partner:
Nothing at all about the person other than an arbitrary value of a sensor.
Since the SRI seemed to be bouncing around in the blue range but never got into the red range (which I assume would be "abnormal" since the blue range was normal) I don't think SRI is an accurate measurement of much.
As with heartrate, people cannot always be convinced that a biosignal is informative, even after many rounds of conditioning and a highly suggestive context. However, as in the heartrate condition, responses indicating that SRI had no meaning were a clear minority in our sample.
Elevated SRI
To help explain why elevated heartrate had a chilling effect on cooperative behavior, where elevated SRI did not, we delve into the responses of participants in the elevated SRI condition. When asked what SRI told them about their partner, participants often reported nervousness or anxiety, just as we noted in the quantitative results:
[SRI shows] stress or heightened anxiety how reactive they are, or how close to the surface their emotions are.
The nervousness of a person.
However, we noted that a significant number of participants in this condition mentioned that elevated SRI had some sort of positive association with behavior-even though it is also interpreted as indicating anxiety.
Elevated means they feel safe and trustful. Lower than average means they are defensive and scared.
This interpretation stands in stark contrast to elevated heartrate, which also signaled anxiety, but had a negative association with behavior. In explaining why participants found elevated SRI to signal cooperativeness and trust, we look toward the responses of participants who seemed to learn a meaning for this signal: From these experiments, we also do not know how these results will transfer to other contexts, and other types of social interactions. Also, our study by nature focused on first-time, iterated interactions, both with an interface and with another unknown person. We do not know how these results might apply over the course of more personal relationships, or after repeated experiences with a specific interface in a biosignal sharing device. In addition, this research was conducted on young adults at a large public university, which is an important limitation when considering whether these results would hold across age groups and other key sources of sociodemographic variation in the larger population.
DISCUSSION
We found that both heartrate and SRI signaled negative mood to participants, including anxiety and lack of calmness. It is possible that almost any "elevated" biosignals could be associated with negative mood attributions such as anxiety and lack of calmness: many elevated signals (pulse, temperature, blood pressure) carry associations with being angry, sick, hot-headed, and a host of other negative attributions. People may default to such attributions when seeing an unknown signal that comes from the body.
Elevated heartrate had a chilling effect on cooperation, where an unfamiliar biosignal, SRI, did not. So, why did the negative mood attributions in the elevated SRI condition not translate into reduced cooperation, as they did for elevated heartrate?
Our results shed light on two relevant phenomena that may address this question. First, pre-existing beliefs about heartrate are powerful: even when playing with a very cooperative, trusting game partner, negative connotations surrounding elevated heartrate appear to lead individuals to cooperate less. Our results suggest that participants bring to uncertain social interactions their own expectations about what elevated heartrate means, and that these biases cannot be quickly overridden, even when behavioral evidence sends a positive message (e.g., high cooperation and trust from the partner).
Second, we find evidence that participants can "learn" a social meaning for a previously unknown signal. Our qualitative data suggest that participants in the SRI condition associated whichever signal they saw (elevated or normal) with cooperativeness, and trustworthiness. [12] . From impact factors and citation counts in scholarly work [8, 13] , to societal indices [31] , to health metrics such as the bodymass index (BMI) [4] , humans have a tendency to impart "real" meanings onto metrics, scales and signals -meanings that may not align with the concepts their designers aimed to measure. It is critical that we continue to question how biosignal data could shape our interpersonal interactions, and whether the outcomes will always translate into meaningful social information.
IMPLICATIONS FOR DESIGN AND FUTURE WORK
From research projects like the sociometer, which produce "social metrics" [32] , to consumer devices like the Spire, which compute "calmness" or "focus" quotients [26] Our experimental conditions involved a stable biosignal (always elevated or normal) and stable behavior (always cooperative) from the computer-controlled partner. Controlling these variables benefits the internal validity of our study, but reduces our ability to speak to whether people can mine patterns in more complex behaviors from biosignals. For example, we do not know if individuals will associate an elevated biosignal with more interactive behaviors such as the tit-for-tat strategy (i.e., do what the other person did on the last turn). Future work should examine how familiar and unfamiliar biosignals might be associated with a wider variation of complex behaviors in trust-building situations.
We also hope that researchers will investigate settings in which biosignals vary over longer time periods, perhaps with a more naturalistic technology probe study. Such a study could help us understand how prior beliefs about signals both affect and are affected by social interactions in the course of everyday life.
In general, wearable sensors can enable social interactions in which we share more information than is normally possible face-to-face. The ability to surface signals that are normally socially invisible (e.g. heartrate, or galvanic skin response) presents new territory for designers of computermediated interactions. While recent work has explored how these novel signals fit into our existing understanding of social cues [15] , much work remains. Of particular relevance to CSCW and HCI researchers, future work could advance media richness theory [10] by further exploring how biological signals can inform our interpersonal appraisals with the aid of new technologies.
CONCLUSION
Our results imply that interfaces can "teach" the meaning of some biosignals, where others carry strong, pre-existing connotations that even repeated interactions cannot easily alter. In general, prior beliefs about the body (drawn from culture, lived experience) seem to shape what a biosignal can mean in a given context. However, in the absence of prior beliefs, there exists an opportunity-and a potential danger-that designers of biosignal-sharing systems can condition participants to learn (potentially arbitrary) associations between biosignals and social behaviors.
